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Pfft, Jae-suk and Jong-kook block the door from the other side, so they come spilling out of Door B, preempting Gary’s own entrance.. Broadcast on November 17, 2013 We pick up with last week’s hide-and-seek game against idol group EXO.. But his wall height is a dead giveaway, and gets promptly caught by Luhan Hee, the shot is doubly funny through Kwang-soo’s shaky vantage point.. Guessing that hiding isn’t a safe tactic anymore, Kwang-soo switches places with his VJ.. Then he distributes the official LA Dodgers hats he prepared for everyone, and even autographs them.

HA, Jae-suk hilariously autographs Kwang-soo’s hat instead. It’s time for the cast to wrap up the fall with one more trip before winter comes, and a bit of fun before next week’s big game.. But keeping an eye on the game is no easy task when there’s a pretty and smiley idol around, especially when everyone else is trying to get them together.

running episode list

running episode list, running episode 2020, running episode 2021, running episode 547, running episode 1, running episode 548, running episode guest list, running episode list 2021, running episode terlucu, running episode terbaru

The other four (Jae-suk, Ji-hyo, Jong-kook, and Gary) are told to choose between two doors/portals, and only Gary choose Door B.

running episode 2021

I actually like how surprisingly bright and cheery the EXO members are even in the face of elimination, like how Lay pleads with Jae-suk to let him go ’cause he’s a big fan of his (it doesn’t work).. Hyun-jin tries to quietly slip past the madness, but then Suk-jin accidentally hits his face.. Needless to say, they’re all excited to see him, including Gary, who’s still “hidden” behind his door.. Now it’s time to (finally) meet the guest of the hour: Ryu Hyun-jin, whose appearance is met with chaotic greetings.

running episode 1

They vow to come out as victors today, to which Jo PD placates them, all, Sure, go ahead and try.. Jae-suk looks mighty confident, but it’s Spartace whom he chooses (don’t think I didn’t notice that backhug you gave Ji-hyo), to Jae-suk’s surprise.. They grow jealous of SpartAce and Jae-suk’s pseudo dramatic entrance and jump at the chance to try it out themselves.. It takes all of two seconds before the members cast a potential loveline between our guests, but wait—weren’t you a Ji-hyo fanboy, Hyun-jin? Hyun-jin can only guffaw nervously as they exchange greetings with the schoolyard teasing in the background.. And yes, I totally laughed when Jo PD told Gary to go back inside and wait That effectively demystifies any dramatics, and Jae-suk puts the third tier Betrayal Trio in their place,
joking that they’ll only get screentime when the others are off-duty.. When the cast gathers together again, both Ji-hyo and Jong-kook are in possession of a baseball (the latter stole it from Haha earlier).. As EXO prepares to hunt down the cast, Kwang-soo pretends to be a mannequin? Is this the idea that nobody will notice if you hide in plain sight? Kai heads back to his former hiding place thinking that no one would be hiding there, right? He finds Suk-jin behind some boxes and eliminates him. e10c415e6f 
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